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Abstract. Social and economic progress has increased publics’ demands and hopes for sports
appreciation, which brings new challenges for sports commentary. This paper focuses on the growth
of sports commentators and their innovative abilities, expounds the connotation and role of sports
commentators, as well as the work content and quality requirements of them, discusses the
Outcome-Based Education model, and puts forward the cultivation of innovative sports
commentators objectives oriented to multi-dimensional subjects. Through MECE analysis and
in-depth investigation, the ability and quality indicators of sports commentary talents are designed,
and the ability expression of sports commentary innovative talents is clarified. Taking this as a
logical starting point, the cultivation ways of sports commentary talents and their innovative ability
are analyzed. By the scheme design and the summary of practical experience, it provides direction
and suggestions for the growth of more excellent sports commentary innovative talents.
Introduction
Sports commentary is regarded as a new industry which is stimulated by the practice of sports
event broadcasting [1]. From the practical effect, it promotes the popularity of sports events and
improves the dissemination effect of sports events. In this sense, sports commentary also plays a
very good role in promoting the sports and health of the people [2,3]. With the sports events
increasingly entering the public life, the numbers of relay projects and venues are heightened
greatly, the job of sports commentary is more and more accepted and welcomed, the necessity and
importance of this post is more and more recognized by people [4].
Nowadays, with the continuous integration of various media and abundant channels of
information dissemination, how to train excellent sports program interpreters and develop their
innovative ability is a significant topic for sports media educators [5-7].
Sports and Sports Interpretation
Connotation and Role of Sports Interpretation
Social and economic development has laid a good foundation for the popularization of sports and
the spread of sports culture. Language workers serving TV and internet sports programs include
sports commentators and sports narrators as well as sports news announcers and hosts.
With the improvement of people's living standards, the public generally participate in various
sports activities with a positive and active attitude, and the appreciation of sports events has become
a hobby of more people. Being supported by the Internet and information technology, people can
enjoy all kinds of sports events held around the world without long-distance travel [8]. Usually, a
wonderful sport match cannot be separated from the narrating and interpretation of the high-level
sports commentator. Through the real-time description of the sport scene and the analysis of the
technical points of the participants, the sharing of the wonderful moments in the course of the
competition brings the feeling of watching the game (remotely) to people [9]. There are a lot of
contents in the process of event explanation, but they all follow the same essential characteristics
and thematic roles. Fig. 1 shows the connotation and function of sports commentary [10].
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Figure 1. The Function and Connotation of Sports Interpretation.
Work Content and Quality Requirements of Sports Commentators
Sports commentary refers to the broadcasting and commentary activities that report the actual
situation of the competition on the spot in sports competitions. It also includes the broadcasting and
commentary activities that relay the situation of the competition according to the TV or network
signals from other sources, which brings the audience the feeling of being in the situation and
obtains the detailed information about the competition.
Explained with constructivist theory, a person's understanding of a phenomenon or thing is based
on the concept in his mind, according to the similarities and differences between separate things, to
classify things to understand and comprehend [11]. In sports broadcasting, sports commentators and
spectators almost simultaneously see the actual situation of the match, and use their own experience
to understand its significance around the ongoing competition. The commentators also shoulder the
responsibility of sending sound signals to the audience and assisting the viewing. They should be
able to acutely understand the situation on the field, and can use their own knowledge knots as well,
to construct, quickly grasp the meaning of the image, but also can affect the audience, help them
understand the information, both play a "narrative" and "evaluation" dual role. Therefore, sports
commentators should have profound literacy and quick and superb ability to deal with problems.
Besides the qualities required by the general communicators, they should also have the special
ability to be competent for the specific position of sports commentator [12]. This paper summarizes
the quality of sports commentators into the following six categories: clear sense of social
responsibility; strong dedication; multi-directional knowledge structure; calm and agile adaptability;
profound language expression skills; and innovative spirit and creative ability.
OBE Educational Concept and Training Objectives of Sports Interpretation Talents
Outcome-based Education Model
OBE (Outcome-Based Education) is a goal-oriented (output-oriented) education model, which
represents a new education model and a change of the traditional "content-based" education
paradigm [13]. It has been well used for more than 20 years worldwide, which is guided by
students' learning output and emphasizes the implementation of teaching around the abilities that
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students need to acquire [14]. The OBE concept pays attention to the learning achievement of the
learner, emphasizes the degree of the learner's knowledge and ability, and holds that educators must
have a clear expectation of the ability level that the learner will achieve when he graduates, organize
the teaching process according to the expected learning outcome as the central goal, and guarantee
the learner's ability to meet the requirements [15]. The so-called "learning outcome" here refers to
the knowledge, skills, professional accomplishment and personality that learners should possess
when they complete their studies. The teaching plan and curriculum arrangement follow the reverse
design and positive implementation, forming a continuous improvement cycle of education quality
with the main line of "defining expected learning outcome - realizing expected learning outcome evaluating learning output".
Under the guidance of OBE concept, the reform of sports media professionals teaching and
training system needs to do well in the following four aspects. It is necessary to clarify the internal
relationship between curriculum orientation and professional training objectives, to make an
in-depth analysis of teaching content selection and cultivation of the main ability to support the
relevance. In addition, the correlation degree between curriculum learning evaluation and learning
subject ability evaluation should be analyzed to form a diversified teaching evaluation system. At
the same time, special attention should be paid to the combination of theory and practice. Only in
these ways can the training of sports commentary professionals achieve good results under clear and
definite training objectives.
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Figure 2. Sports Interpretation Talents Training Objectives for Multidimensional Subjects.
Training Objectives of Sports Interpretation Talents Oriented to Multidimensional Subjects
Fig. 2 shows the goal of training sports interpreters for multi-dimensional subjects.
In order to meet the needs of multi-dimensional subjects and set up the training goal of sports
commentators in the new era, it is necessary to give comprehensive consideration and design. The
advantages of discipline characteristics should be matched with the needs of the industry, the
orientation of personnel training should be matched with the development prospects of the industry,
and the needs of employing enterprises should also be matched as perfectly as possible.
Based on the construction of school talent training base, it is necessary to cultivate compound
talents through the combination of universities and disciplines. For employers, it is necessary to
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achieve docking with industries, business and enterprises to cultivate practical talents. Facing the
future of the industry, it is necessary to cultivate innovative talents by combining practical
application, teaching and research.
MECE Analysis Method and Training Requirements of Sports Interpretation Talents
MECE Analysis and Its Meaning
MECE - (Mutually Exclusive and Collective Exhaustive) analysis is an effective tool for
classified thinking [16]. It emphasizes two key points, i.e. one is "independence" while the other is
"exhaustion", which means that for the analysis of problems, it focuses on the decomposition of an
object into several parts which are independent of each other. Moreover, no segments can be
omitted or overlap between different segments can be made. Thus, it can be guaranteed that the
analysis of things must be comprehensive and reasonable. When dividing a whole (system) into
different parts (components), it has to be ensured that different events (elements) are mutually
exclusive and do not produce overlapping of phenomena. All of these elements must be analyzed
one by one and exhaust them completely. Then, a "reasonable" and "comprehensive" effect is
available to be achieved.
In the analysis of the training requirements of sports commentators, the formulation of training
programs and teaching plans, the use of MECE method can make the design of programs as
complete as possible.
Analysis of Training Requirements for Sports Interpretation Talents

Values

By using the method of MECE, this paper decomposes the requirements of employing units for
all aspects of quality of sports interpreters.
In order to understand the quality requirements of sports commentators in the industry and
employers, the team conducted questionnaires in 2014 and 2018 to understand the requirements of
employers for sports media graduates. The questionnaire mainly lists professional ethics,
professional theoretical knowledge, computer skills, writing ability, language expression ability,
practical ability, team cooperation ability, business communication ability, organizational
coordination ability and innovative thinking ability.
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Figure 3. Employers' attention to sports commentary requirements for graduates (2014).
According to the survey in 2014, the employer attaches most importance to two aspects of the
abilities: professional knowledge and skills, professional ethics and language expression ability. For
other aspects, only 35% of employers think that creative thinking ability is more important or
important; 53% think that organizational coordination ability is more important or important; 47%
think that general writing ability is more important or very important; 43% think that general
writing ability is 57%. This reflects that most employers believe that professional ethics and
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Values

professional knowledge are necessary for the first-time employment of media students, and the
ability to express is also very important, while the requirements of innovative thinking,
organizational coordination and writing ability are not high. The survey of students and teachers
majoring in sports media also shows that the recognition of innovation ability is relatively low.
Fig. 3 is the result of a survey conducted in 2014. It shows that employers attach importance to
all aspects of sports commentary requirements for graduates: professional ethics literacy (82%),
professional theoretical knowledge (85%), computer application ability (58%), writing ability
(43%), language expression ability (81%) and hands-on ability (40%), team work ability (48%),
business communication ability (36%), organizational coordination ability (53%) and innovative
thinking ability (35%).
In 2018, we conducted another questionnaire survey on employers, students and teachers. In this
survey, we refine the content of innovative thinking into several specific indicators, such as rapid
knowledge updating, data processing and analysis, insight into abnormal situations, and resistance
to environmental pressures. Statistics show that the indicators here are selected as important or
more important. This shows that in the context of the new era, employers, students, teachers and
other parties have a new understanding of innovation ability. It is generally required that sports
media graduates not only have a solid professional foundation, but also have a new mode of
thinking, interdisciplinary integration of knowledge to solve complex problems, and innovative
thinking is the basis for the formation and development of general skills.
From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the importance that employers attach to all aspects of sports
interpreters' requirements, which is the result of a survey conducted in 2018 is quite different.
Specifically: professional ethics literacy (84%), professional theoretical knowledge (85%),
computer application ability (58%), writing ability (54%), language expression ability (83%),
practical ability (48%), team cooperation ability (48%), business communication ability (38%),
organizational coordination ability (62%); Update (65%), data processing and analysis (68%),
insight into abnormal situations (70%) and resistance to environmental pressure (72%).
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Figure 4. Employers' attention to sports commentary requirements for graduates (2018).
By comparing the results of the survey four years apart, it is obvious and clear that society,
industry and enterprises have more and more definite understanding and attention to the innovative
ability of professionals. This should be regarded as the direction and goal of training sports
interpreters.
Cultivation of Innovative Ability of Sports Interpretation Talents
Like other professions and directions, the requirement of innovative spirit and ability of sports
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commentators has been raised to a high level, which has been paid attention to by all walks of life.
Reflecting the Innovative Ability of Sports Interpretation Talents
Sports commentary is a comprehensive and advanced art, and the requirements for commentators
are becoming all-around. Only a commentator with excellent comprehensive quality can be
competent for this arduous work.
Professional theoretical literacy of sports commentators. According to the usual point of view,
sports events broadcasting belongs to the scope of sports news reporting. Sports commentators
should follow such criteria as "authenticity, objectivity, calmness and neutrality" of news. This
understanding is not entirely accurate. In addition to the characteristics of "journalists", sports
commentators also have the characteristics of "entertainers". It is necessary to have special abilities
to interpret competitions so that they can be understood, liked and fascinated. Sports commentator's
position can have a certain tendency. It needs to be enthusiastic and passionate when explaining. It
also needs to be good at explaining competitions by artistic means, so as to attract people to win. All
these require sports commentators to have a high theoretical literacy of sports commentary
profession, and have a clear and accurate understanding of the nature of work, principles and
methods of the job.
Professional quality of sports commentators. Sports commentators should possess certain
ideological quality, professional quality, language expression quality and physical and mental
quality. The more optimized the quality structure, the better the sports commentators carry out their
commentary work. Sports commentators should also have strong interpersonal communication
skills, good hosting skills and on-site coordination ability.
The quality structure and ability characteristics of sports commentators are the theoretical
premise and practical guide for the professional training of sports commentators. Sports
commentary is a kind of language art, and it can also be the carrier of sports information, which also
has the technical and tactical literacy of coaches, the rule familiarity of referees, and the theoretical
richness of scholars. Professional and intensive study of one or two items is a major symbol of the
gradual maturity of the commentary industry.
Innovative Ability of Sports Interpretation Talents. The innovative ability of sports
commentators is reflected in many aspects. In addition to a clear sense of social responsibility, a
strong sense of dedication, a multi-dimensional knowledge structure, calm and agile adaptability,
and profound language skills, their innovative spirit and innovative ability are also an important
aspect.
As mentioned earlier, innovative commentators need to perform well in terms of "rapid
knowledge updating", "data processing and analysis", "insight into anomalies" and "resistance to
environmental pressures". They should have a unique perspective, be good at finding, analyzing and
solving problems from a systematic point of view, and can put forward solutions in as short a time
as possible. They should also be able to undertake the work of "editing and broadcasting", improve
news sensitivity, quickly extract valuable news points, and use multiple channels to complete the
work. The dissemination of competition information should have strong information processing
ability, be good at using the most advanced equipment and tools, and be able to do the summarizing,
forming its own unique style and high work efficiency. In the interpretation work, it is unique, better
guide the audience to watch the game, while making them learn more knowledge, make their body
and mind happy.
Cultivation of Innovative Ability of Sports Interpretation Talents
Studying the quality structure of sports commentators is the logical starting point of constructing
the training mechanism of sports commentators and determining the training plan. Choosing
effective ways to train sports commentary professionals can start from the following aspects.
Enriching teaching methods. Teaching is a process of communication between teachers and
students. Through connection and communication, the understanding between teachers and students
is increased, and teachers are urged to change or innovate teaching methods [17] in the light of
students' characteristics and actual learning conditions, which can stimulate students' enthusiasm,
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increase students' confidence and lay the foundation for students' development with better
innovative ability. For example, teachers should create teaching environment for students by
combining the content of textbooks and the demand for talents in the development of industry to
promote students' theoretical knowledge ability and practical operation ability to improve together.
Teachers can also guide students to take part in social practice activities during winter and summer
vacation, increase their understanding of society, make them correctly realize the importance of
innovation ability, and actively exercise their own innovation ability.
Increasing Practical Teaching Activities. To increase practical teaching activities [18], colleges
and universities can choose to cooperate with enterprises related to various majors, or with other
schools with the same or similar majors, or increase cooperation among campuses, create teaching
practice platforms, and increase and enrich practical teaching activities. Increasing cooperation
between colleges and universities is conducive to increasing the ways for students to participate in
teaching practice, increasing students' interest in practical teaching, encouraging students to actively
participate in practical teaching, ensuring the time and effect of practical activities, and improving
students' innovative quality and creative ability.
Creating a Good Innovative Learning Environment. Colleges and universities should actively
create a learning environment suitable for students to carry out innovative activities, promote them
to carry out innovative learning, and improve their innovative ability. For example, before carrying
out teaching activities, teachers should ask students put forward bold ideas related to teaching
content, and guide them to demonstrate and conjecture ideas, so as to improve students' ability of
knowledge application and innovation. Schools should actively organize innovative activities.
Innovative learning environment should be designed around students' actual learning needs and
students' characteristics. Innovation should be gradually infiltrated into daily learning and life, and
students' innovative thinking should be strengthened, so that students can use their own innovative
thinking to improve their creative ability.
Practice of Training Innovative Ability of Sports Interpretation Talents
In the training of sports commentators, our school pays attention to the cultivation of students'
innovative ability and takes a series of measures to strengthen the training of their ability.
The basic ideas of "laying equal stress on skill and quality" and "laying equal stress on thick
foundation, wide caliber, full media, distinctive features and practice" were designed. After several
years of development, it has the disciplinary advantages of "resource sharing, linkage development,
people-oriented, highlighting sports", and has formed the teaching characteristics of "industry
integration", "sports integration" and "professional integration". Establishing the platform and base
of internship and training inside and outside the school constitutes a practical teaching system with
the cultivation of practical ability and innovative spirit as its core.
Considering students' ability (mainly including basic ability, comprehensive ability and
innovative ability), the college has constructed the module of practical teaching. The experimental
teaching module aims at cultivating basic experimental skills and methods, promoting scientific
thinking and innovative ability. It emphasizes the combination of basic, comprehensive, design and
innovative experiments to cultivate students' abilities in an all-round way. Practice teaching module
includes understanding practice, production practice, curriculum practice, professional practice,
educational practice, graduation practice, etc. The purpose is to expand students' professional
knowledge, strengthen professional skills, improve students' basic ability and comprehensive ability.
In-class practice module is to train students' basic ability and scientific thinking through classroom
inspiration, discussion and practice. The content of extracurricular development module is to carry
out extracurricular academic and technological activities to deepen students' understanding and
adaptability to society, to enable students to receive preliminary scientific research training, and to
cultivate students' social practice ability and innovative spirit.
The college organized students to participate in a series of discipline competitions and
professional contests, and made outstanding achievements. The students get lots of great results in
the national and provincial competition, such as "Putonghua Competition", "Campus Golden
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Microphone", "Sports Announcer Competition" and many other excellent achievements, and have
made a good impact in the industry. A large number of young students with innovative spirit and
ability have been growing up.
Conclusion
The cultivation of innovative ability of sports commentators in the new era is an important work
and a huge systematic project, which requires the joint efforts of schools, teachers, students and
society. Understanding the social demand for talents and combining with the characteristics of
discipline development, formulating scientific training plans and programs can lay a solid
foundation for the growth of innovative talents.
Under the guidance of OBE, the training objectives of innovative sports interpreters for
multi-dimensional subjects are formulated, and through MECE analysis, the ability and quality
indicators of sports interpreters are determined, which provide direction and basis for the training of
talents and their innovative abilities.
As a comprehensive high-level art, sports interpretation work and its requirements for
commentators are becoming more and more comprehensive and higher. Continuous improvement
and enrichment of teaching methods, increase of practical teaching activities, and create a good
environment for innovative learning will enable more sports commentary professionals with
innovative spirit and ability to grow.
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